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Half a million patient-years
of HIV treatment experience
at the click of a mouse
Combination antiretroviral therapy (cART)
is capable of suppressing HIV replication and
preventing disease progression for a number
of years. However in most patients, at some point
there will be a loss of viral control that will require
a change to the drug regimen. The selection of
drugs for the next regimen is made from a list of
around 25 from six classes and can be informed by
genotypic antiretroviral resistance testing (GART)
indicating to which drugs the virus should still be
sensitive. However this is expensive and beyond
the reach of many healthcare providers around
the world, making the individual optimisation
of salvage therapy a major challenge.

“GART is expensive and
beyond the reach of many
healthcare providers
around the world, making
the individual optimisation
of salvage therapy a major
challenge.”
The HIV Resistance Response Database Initiative
(RDI), an independent not-for-profit research
group, has developed computational models
to predict virological response to a change of
antiretroviral therapy following virological failure.
Early models used viral loads, CD4 counts,
treatment history and resistance mutations from
GART to predict response. In dozens of studies
over many years these models have regularly
demonstrated approximately 80% accuracy when
tested with independent data sets and have been
evaluated by expert HIV clinicians as being a
useful clinical tool. 1-2
More recently the RDI has developed models that
do NOT require GART, for use in settings where
it is unaffordable.3 The latest versions of these
models have shown similar accuracy to modelling
with GART in cross study comparisons and have
even demonstrated significantly superior accuracy
to the use of genotypic sensitivity scores derived
from GART using rules-based interpretation.4

The RDI’s models, ‘random forests’, have been
trained with data collected from hundreds of
clinics around the world. Currently the RDI
database holds treatment and outcome data on
around 110,000 patients, making it one of the
largest HIV treatment databases in the world.
The models are used to
power the RDI’s HIV
Treatment Response
Prediction System,
or HIV-TRePS, which is
available free of charge
over the Internet.
Healthcare professionals
can use the system to:

“Models have regularly
demonstrated approximately
80% accuracy when tested
with independent data sets.”

• Obtain estimates of the probability of
virological response (plasma viral load of <50
copies of HIV RNA/ml) for regimens of their
choosing, at the follow-up time of their choosing
• Model the probability of response for all
combinations in clinical use and identify the
ones most likely to give a response
• Add in their local drug costs and identify the
regimens most likely to provide a response
within a given price cap.
In a recent study using cases of salvage therapy
at a hospital in India, the models identified
regimens with a higher probability of response
and substantially lower costs than those used in
the clinic for the great majority of cases.5
For more information on HIV-TRePS or the RDI
please go to our website, try out HIV-TRePS or
contact Dr Andrew Revell (Executive Director).

andrewrevell@hivrdi.org
+44 207 226 7314

www.hivrdi.org

HIV Treatment Response
Prediction System is available
free of charge over the Internet
Example report
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Case summary for RDI case 1292, patient ID TestCase
Baseline Data Completed: 27/09/2013
Patient Details

Viral Load

CD4

DATE OF BIRTH

SEX

PREGNANT

SAMPLE DATE

VIRAL LOAD VALUE

SAMPLE DATE

CD4 VALUE

22/01/1970

M

N

16/09/2013

25,400

09/09/2013

342

Genotype
GENOTYPE SAMPLE DATE

PROTEASE MUTATIONS

RT NRTI MUTATIONS

RT NNRTI MUTATIONS

No genotype provided

Treatment History and Drug Exclusions
PREVIOUS DRUG EXPOSURE

UNAVAILABLE DRUGS

EXCLUDED DRUGS

3TC,AZT,D4T,DDI,IDV/rtv
LPV/rtv,NFV,NVP,SQV/rtv

ENF,MVC

D4T,ENF,MVC,TPV/rtv

Predictions*
HIV-TRePS (v5.3.2.0) was instructed to model responses at 24 weeks to user-defined antiretroviral regimens plus
alternatives comprising no more than 4 drugs.
The table below lists the regimen(s) you selected plus the top five alternatives, ranked by the predicted probability of virological response (viral load
<50 copies).
Those regimens that the system predicts will produce a response (using the cut-off value for the probability of response that produces optimal
accuracy) are highlighted in green and those predicted to fail in red.

Predictions of responses at 24 weeks for the regimens you selected plus the top five alternatives (up to 4 drugs)
RANK

DRUGS USED TO TREAT PATIENT

NO. DRUGS

PROBABILITY VL <50

RANGE OF MODELS PREDICTION

RESPONSE CATEGORY

1

DRV/rtv, ETV, RAL

3

83%

75 - 96%

Response

2

3TC, DRV/rtv, ETV, RAL

4

82%

73 - 96%

Response

3

AZT, DRV/rtv, ETV, RAL

4

81%

76 - 93%

Response

4

3TC, DRV/rtv, RAL

3

80%

71 - 96%

Response

5

DRV/rtv, EFV, RAL

3

79%

71 - 96%

Response

User

ABC, ETV, RAL, TDF

4

55%

45 - 70%

Response

User

DRV/rtv, EFV, FTC, TDF

4

51%

43 - 63%

Response

These predictions were requested without genotype information being provided and were made by models specially developed for that purpose. Their predictions may be
less accurate than those made by models that use the genotype.
* TRePS Predictions Disclaimer
Use of the HIV-TRePS is subject to the following conditions, to which you have agreed:
1. HIV-TRePS is an on-line software programme ("Programme") which enables physicians to input specific user-defined information in order to obtain predictions concerning
the use of combinations of antiretroviral drugs ("Predictions").
2. The RDI does not accept any responsibility for the accuracy of the data entered by the user or the consequences of any inaccuracies in those data.
3. The Predictions provided by the Programme are produced by an experimental system that is unproven and intended for research use only.
4. Responses to HIV treatment are complex and affected by a number of factors not taken into account by the Programme.
5. The selection of drugs for the treatment of HIV infection is the responsibility of the physician in consultation with the patient and reliance should not be placed on the
Predictions for such purposes.
6. The Predictions are not intended to replace professional medical care and attention by a qualified medical practitioner and consequently the RDI does not accept any
responsibility for the selection of drugs, the patient's response to treatment or differences between the Predictions and patients’ responses.
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“Currently the RDI
database holds
around 110,000
patients, making
it one of the largest
HIV treatment
databases in
the world.”

